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IHTRODUCTIOH
Hecent experimental invest igations concerning the
physical forces that influence the behavior of bacteria
have furnished a better understanding of their activities*
Forces, such as osmotic pressure, surface tension, membrane
potentials, adsorption, and electrolytic dissociation have
been helpful in the interpretation of the phenomena of
agglutination, precipitation, and virulence of bacteria*
Such investigations have furnished valuable information
regarding bacterial characteristics which indicate vital
phenomena, not revealed by the usual biochemical and
morphological methods of differentiation.
The study of the mechanics of agglutination has been
a widely investigated field of research, and the results
from the application of physical chemistry have been
profitable. Flectrophoresis, that is to say, the ability
of an organism to carry an electrical charge, has furnished
physical explanations concerning the functions of bacteria*
It is recognized that there are biological and physical
properties which are different for certain strains of the
same bacterial species. It is also known that the virulence
of a strain is not necessarily directly related to these
properties. For example, recent scientific reports indicate
that a decrease in the electrical charge of a bacterial
strain in an electrical field is followed by an increase in
the ability to agglutinate. This indirect relation, however,
has not proven to be true in the case of virulence of the
organism in question. The fact is, the greater the electri-
cnl charge the greater the virulence, with a corresponding
lose In the ability to agglutinate.
The aim and scope of the present investigation is,
therefore, to ascertain what correlation there is between
electrophoretic and agglutinogen^ properties, and virulence
of \lcaligenes abortus*
The principles and theoretical considerations of
agglutination and virulence will be confined only to those
phases which are to be closely related to the phenomenon of
electrophoresis*
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HEYIEV OF LITERATURE
It was early observed that when substances are sus-
pended in a liquid, they are electrically charged with
reference to the surrounding medium. Jevons ( 23 > had
suggested that the repulsion due to this charge was the
repelling force. Kardy^ 16 ^, however, substantiated this
conception and found that suspensions of denatured pro-
teins coagulated at the point at which they carried no
electrical charge. By his experiments on the migration of
suspended particles of coagulated egg white in an electric
field, he proved that the particles have a positive charge
in the presence of acid, a negative charge in the presence
of alkali, and no charge at an intermediate point which he
termed the isoelectric point of the particles.
Dale^), in his studies with parasitic infusoria,
observed that chemotactic reactions to acids and alkalies
parallel the galvanotactic response to a constant current -
attraction to acid being coincident with attraction to the
anode, attraction to alkali with that of the cathode. It
appears that the author made careful observations, although
no explanation was given for the causes of attraction and
repulsion to electrical charges.
A true observation of bacterial electrophoresis,
however, was not made until 1904 when Bechholdd) observed
that bacteria moved towards the anode. Due to the inadequate
accuracy of the apparatus then used, there was little pro-
gress made until Horthrop^ 32 ^ designed an accurate and
efficient type of cell for electrophoretic work.
Vieisser and Medman^^^ demonstrated that when
typhoid-dysentary bacteria are sensitized with the spec-
ific agglutinin, they lose their charge on account of the
agglutinin, and precipitate between the electrodes in the
presence of an electrolyte. These authors proved that
the really important factor in the action of salts on
bacteria is the cation and not the anion presumably be-
cause the bacteria are electronegative*
This point was also corroborated by Shionoya^ 4^)
who found that the greater the valency of the cation, the
less becomes the lowest concentration at which agglutina-
tion takes place* The precipitative action of the
agglutinin-bacteria combination is entirely in accordance
with the valency rule* This author believes that as pre-
cipitation occurs through the action of cations, the
agglutinin-bacteria complex is a colloid bearing negative
electrical charges*
Powis(37) y working with oil emulsions, concluded that
the cation is chiefly effective in governing the influence
of electrolytes upon negatively charged particles and that
the extent of the effect is proportional to the valency.
Girard and Audubert^ 15 ) reported an extensive study on
electrical charges of organisms of many types, indicating
among other things that lanthanum nitrate markedly reduces
the charge on the cell, out that this effect can be
practically neutralized by the addition of a salt with a
trivalent anion, thus establishing the fact that the
valency of the cation plays an important role in reducing
the oharge.
Heaaurements of electrophoresis of microscopic
part icleo In an electrical field were difficult, trouble-
some and time consuming and for this reason no important
contributions were made to this branch of bacterial study
until Uorthrop(32) ingeniously improved the cell deviBed
by Powis(37). The theory and technique of the measure-
ments have been discussed by KULtftfe) and PowisU7). ^
former pointed out that the total motion of the water in
a closed cell must be zero, since the water which moves
one way at the surface of the glass must return in the
opposite direction in the center of the cell. The
average observed motion of the particles at all depths
relative to the cell must, therefore, be the true motion
of the particles relative to the water, which is the de-
Bired value. The use of non-polari sable electrodes
(Zn-ZnS04) In order to avoid the formation of gas bubbles
was an essential addition*
The cell devised by orthrop
(
32 ) is constructed of
a thin slide resting on strips of glass about 0.8 ma. thick,
cemented to a thick glass slide. Two blocks of thick glass
are cemented on top of the cover slide at each end of the
cell. The ends of the cell are then ground smooth on an
emery wheel. A piece of thick walled glass tubing is
widened and flattened at one end so as to cover the end
opening. This flattened end is ground smooth and is
cemented to the end of the cell. The electrodes are
arranged at each end of the flattened tubings. The same
process Is repeated at the other end of the cell.
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BeKhotinsky cement io suitnole material for cementing
the cell. The glass elides are heated to about 80° C.
in an air bath, coated with a thin layer of cement, and
pressed together, the last traces of cement being re-
moved with toluene.
Cover-glass 0.5 mm.
Transverse Section at Ends
Northrop Apparatus for Studies of Electrophoresis
of Bacterial Cells.
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In calculating the drop in potential per centimeter
in the cell itself, the following formula has been devel-
oped:
Lc
* = Lc Lt Lt
X total droP in potential
Ic At At
Lc
X = Drop in potential per centimeter in the cell*
Lc = Length of cell in centimeters*
Ac = Area of cross -sect ion of cell*
Lt = length of tubing in centimeters*
At = Area of cross -sect ion of tubing*
The total potential is measured by a voltmeter connected
to the Zn electrodes*
This cell has made possible the quantitative study of
bacterial electrophoresis* and all investigations concerning
this phase of bacterial study have been performed by using
this type of apparatus. It will be seen later in connection
with the present investigation that a still simpler cell
was devised by I. S. Falk^ 13 ^* It will also be seen that
this simplified cell must be used under special conditions*
Northrop and DeKruif made a contribution of
first importance in a study of the effect of electrolytes
upon Bact* typhosus and upon the bacillus of rabbit
septicemia* These authors present their results in
graphic form with almost no comment, but their graphs show
very clearly: (l) that the normal negative charge on the
bacterial cell ia diminished by the presence of electro-
lytes; U ) that the effect of the electrolyte increases
-3-
with the valency of the cation although hydrogen is nore
effective than other monovalent ions; (3) that with
hydrogen and trivalent ions in considerable concentration
the charge is reversed and becomes positive; and (4) that
with still further increase, to very high concentrations,
the positive charge decreases again*
In another study, these authors investigated the
cohesive forces which my be a factor in agglutination,
as well as the electrical charges. They measured both
the force which tends to cause the particles to adhere
(cohesive force) as well as the force which keeps them
apart (potential difference)* a result of their ex-
periments it was found that whenever the potential diff-
erence between the surface of the particle which they
studied and the solution is less than about fifteen
millivolts, the bacteria agglutinate, provided the co-
hesive force is not affected* If the cohesive force is
decreased, this "critical potential" (15 m.v.) is de-
creased, and if the cohesive force is made very small, no
agglutination occurs even though the potential difference
be reduced to zero* It was further found that all electro-
lytes tested in concentrations less than 0*01 to 0*1 N
affect primarily the potential, while in concentrations
greater than 0.1 K the effect is primarily on the cohesive
force. In the case of bacteria sensitized with immune
serum, the cohesive force remains constant and the agglutina-
tion can be predicted solely from the measurement of the
potent ial*
Kggerth^ 4 ) has shown that bacterial cells are
surrounded by a protective colloidal substance, T-scherichia
coli, placed in an acid medium having a reaction correspond-
ing to a H-ion-concentration of pH 3,3, have become covered
with a film of substance, probably a protein, derived from
the bacteria themselves. It is assumed that this protective
film serves to stabilize the cell suspension, even when
the electrophoretic potential is zero* Since Loeb^26 ) has
shown that true protective colloids, such as gelatine,
maintain the stability of suspension irrespective of the
electrophoretic potential difference, it is probable that
this protein acts as a protective colloid. It is thought
that the enveloping protein imparts a higher attraction for
the molecules of the solvent than for each other. One may
be led to assume that the function of the agglutinin is
to destroy this protective colloid.
Winslow, Salk and Caulfield
(
48 ) , on studies of
bacterial electrophoresis as influenced by H-ion concentra-
tion and the presence of sodium and calcium salts, have
considered the accuracy of the Helmholtz-Lamb equation.
These authors contend that the use of this formula in
precise experimental work involves a number of difficulties
because of the uncertainties attached to some of the terms
involved. To determine the potential difference between
the solid particle and the surrounding liquid the formula
used is:
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V. 1 _ 4TT
d K
V = Potential difference between solid particle and liquid.
1 = a linear magnitude measuring the "slip",
d n distance between the plates of an air condenser equiva-
lent to that virtually foriaed by the opposed surfaces
of solid and fluid.
K = Specific inductive capacity.
1| m Coefficient of viscosity of the fluid,
v = Mobility of the particle.
X = Strength of the electrical field.
The authors contend that the K of the formula is very
uncertain. This constant should theoretically apply to
the specific inductive capacity of the surfaces of the
particulate and liquid phase. For various aqueous potassium
chloride solutions (1000 - 200 and 100 liters per mol-
concentration) the dielectric constant (K) increased from
81.7 for pure water to 82.8 - 84.5 - and 90.9 respectively.
With dissolution of electrolytes in solvents in which
ionization occurs, the dielectric constant of the solvent
is appreciably increased. The coefficient of viscosity ("^ )
of the fluid is taken by Northrop^ 32 ) as 0.009 but in-
creases markedly by salt concentration. The authors con-
clude that it is highly questionable procedure to convert
measured mobilities of particles into potential difference (V),
unless the variables involved are carefully controlled or
measured. These factors are, of course, difficult to
ascertain under ordinary conditions.
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The influence of H-ion concentration on bacterial
electrophoresis was also studied by these authors. The
isoelectric point of the bacterial cells studied was
found to be at a reaction corresponding to a H-ion concen-
tration of pH 3.0* At this point the organisms had no
motion, corresponding to the findings of Hardy 1 16 ) on
egg white. An increase in acidity below pH 3.7 was
attended by a marked decrease in electrophoresis, with a
reversal of movement at pH values between 1.5 and 2.6.
But with decrease in H-ion concentration (up to pH 10),
no marked change in velocity of migration was apparent,
the bacteria in each case moving towards the anode at a
rate between 7 and 11 microns per second.
To determine whether dead vegetative cells reacted
any differently than living ones as regards migration
velocity, the authors ran electrophorotic tests on killed
bacteria. It was found that there was not any appreciable
difference in electrophoretic charge between heat treated
and living bacteria. They suggest that the permeability
of the cell surface has not been materially affected by
this treatment.
Another interesting finding of these investigators is
that the spores have, on the whole, exactly the same mi-
gration velocity as the vegetative cell. This fact is in
accord with the theoretical physical considerations of
the Helmholtz-Lamb equation which postulates that electro-
phoretic velocity is independent of the mass of the moving
particle.
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The introduction of electrolytes in a, bacterial sus-
pension was found to have a marked depressive effect upon
electropnoretic velocity - calcium chloride having a
greater depressive effect than sodium chloride. When
these salts, however, were mixed together there appeared
to be a less marked depression of migration velocity than
did 0.145 M calcium chloride solution alone. This finding
suggests a plausible explanation of the antagonism of
ions, which tend to stabilize spontaneously agglutinable
suspensions of bacteria in salt solution. The antagonizing
ion probably reduces the effectiveness of the sodium ion
in depressing the potential difference below the critical
point for agglutination of the bacteria.
An irregularity in migration velocity, which made
the results appear highly variable, was experienced on
the same strain of an organism. Winslow and 3haughnessy( 5°)
have found that the reason for this irregularity was due
to the tendency of the bacteria to buffer the adjacent
medium. This buffer reaction creates a zone of activity
directly around each cell which has a pH much below that of
the alkaline menstruum in which it is suspended. These
investigations revealed that this difficulty could easily
be overcome and very uniform results obtained by shaking
the suspension for five minutes before placing it in the
electrophoresis cell.
A study of electrophoretic properties of red blood
cells has revealed very interesting facts. Horthrop and
iTeund^4 ^ found that red blood cells which have been
13
treated either with specific agglutinin, recin, colloidal
stannic hydroxide, or paraffin oil agglutinated at a
critical potential of about 12 millivolts. The untreated
cells, however, remained in suspension until the charge
had been reduced to 6 millivolts. The action of anti-
serum is, therefore, the same as that of the other sub-
stances, except that in the case of the specific antibody
the reaction takes place only with the substance used to
produce it. Their results also indicate that the agglutina-
tion by electrolytes is primarily due to a decrease in the
potential, whereas agglutination by immune serum, recin,
paraffin oil, or colloidal hydroxide, is due primarily to
an increase in the critical potential. They state that
"the agglutination of a number of suspensions has been
found to be closely related to the potential difference
between the particle and the surrounding liquid as
measured by the migration in an electric field. If the
potential is higher than a certain value - the critical
potential - the particles remain separate; if it is lower
than this value they adhere or agglutinate.'1
Oliver and Barnard
(
35 ) also observed in working with
red blood cells that the negative charge of red blood
cells suspended in an isotonic solution of n on -electrolyte
(such as sucrose), is not stable. When the potential
difference falls below + 32 millivolts, the suspension
becomes unstable and agglutination occurs. The results
of these authors confirm those of Horthrop and DeKruif
(
33 )
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naxnely, that electrolytes affect the charge of red blood
cells In the same sooner aa they affect the charge of any
bacterial suspension* At certain concentrations the
electrolytes depress the charge to an isoelectric point.
The negatively charged red blood cells are affected by
the positive cation, for the valency of the latter
detcrraines, in part, the concentration of the salt which
is required to bring about this result.
Shibley(*°) found that in the presence of phosphate
ions the critical potential of sensitised a. paratyphosus
bacteria una raised to 35 millivolts instead of the usual
14. Phosphate ions, then, according to the present hypo-
thesis, jauat affect the cohesive force as well as the
potential difference. This investigator states that
Immune agglutinating sera possess a specific charge-reducing
effect which is quantitatively related to the agglutinin
titer of the serum, disappearing when the agglutinin is
removed through adsorption by the specific agglutinogen.
•These experiments,'1 welis
j
46 5 reports, "appear to
represent a closer approach to an exact study of the
physical forces at play in agglutination, although as yet
they offer no explanation ao to why immune serum has a
greater effect on cohesive force than normal serum, nor
do they suggest a clue to the specificity of the agglutina-
tive react ion.
*
Shaughnessy and Criswell (39) studied the electro-
phoretic charge of Kscherichia coli suspended in various
-15
solutions* namely, sodium chloride, calcium chloride,
Ringer's solution, and distilled water. They found that
the velocity of migration was highest in water having a
pH between 6 to 8. They also observed that the time
element proved of no significance on the measurement of
the electrophoretic charge, since the migration velocity
of a suspension after one hour was essentially the same
as that observed after four hours. It seems evident
from these results that the true electrophoretic charge
is at its maximum when the readings are taken in bacteria
suspended in distilled water.
Winslow and Upton (^l) have proven quantitatively
that bacteria bear a negative charge. V/ith a slight
addition of acid or alkali they found an increase in
velocity corresponding to a charge of 18 to 20 millivolts.
But, a further addition of electrolytes causes a decrease
in charge, which is dependent on the concentration of the
cations. The effect of the cations is proportional to
their valency, but the K-ion exhibits a special power
due to its high migration velocity. With hydrogen and
trivalent ions the charge of the cells is frequently
entirely reversed. Thus, with the improved technique,
these authors confirmed the results of previous investi-
gators on these points.
With three cultures of Bact. lepisept icum, Webster^ 45 '
proved that whenever two types of bacterial cells are
suspended in a hydrogen ion concentration such that the
charge of one is positive and of the other negative, the
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bacteria agglutinate. From these observations it appears
that bacterial suspensions act like colloidal particles
with regards to electrical charges; i.e., opposite elec-
trical charges attract one another, and if the charge is
the same, they repel. The variation of the agglutinability
of the various strains is due to this repelling force;
therefore, it is advisable to select strains that will give
the highest agglutinative reactions.
Tittsler and Lisse^ 44 ) studied the relation between
electrical charge and agglutinating ability of Salmonella
pullorura. They observed that Salmonella pullorum bears a
negative charge; they also found that strains of this
species vary with respect to their electrophoretic migra-
tion velocity. The sequence of decreasing electrophoretic
migration velocity was found to be identical with the se-
quence of increasing agglutinating ability. From these re-
sults, there appears to be a quantitative relation between
electrophoretic velocity and agglutinating ability of
strains of this species. The strains isolated from mature
birds showed relatively poor agglutinability and high
charge. These observations are interesting in view of
the work published by Falk, Jacobson and Oussin in
which
they call attention to the fact that for pneumococci
charge and virulence parallel each other. These
observa-
tions point to a probable assumption that strains
of Ale.
abortus isolated from animals would vary in
their electrical
charges. The organisms bearing high charge
possess more
virulence than those of lower charge.
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Falk, Gussin and Jacobson^ 8 * 9 » 10 » 11 » made
measurements on migration velocities on 76 strains of
pneumococci isolated from lobar pneumonia cases and found
that the electrophoret ic potentials are different for
the several types. The highest potentials, approximately
11 microns per second, were quite uniformly found on
type III organisms* Their findings indicate that the
most probable sequence of decreasing potential is types
III, I, II, IV. The potential of type III organisms is
sh arply marked off from the potentials of the others,
generally being two or more times as high as those on
organisms of the other types. Based on these findings
a general statement can be made, namely, that the sequence
of decreasing electrophoret ic potentials is identical
with the sequence for decreasing virulence. It was also
observed that for pneumococci of types II, III and IV,
strains which had been isolated from cases of pneumonia
which terminated fatally showed higher potential difference
than strains isolated from cases that recovered. In
attempting to give an answer to the question of why potential
difference is correlated with non-toxigenic virulence,
Falk^ 24 ) says: "The precise mechanism by which electrical
charges (electrophoretic potential difference) on phagocyte
and bacterium affect phagocytosis is still unsolved. It
might be considered that the like charges on both phagocyte
and bacterium provide merely a repelling force, and the
smaller the charge (on either or both), the less the inter-
ference with engulfraent of the particle by the phagocyte".
-13-
Or as Ponder indicated recently: "Bodies of like
charges (since both phagocyte and bacterium are negatively
charged) may be attracted to each other when brought close
together. If the ratio between their diameters is large,
the attractive effect (cohesive force) brings them together.
"
The above tentative hypothetical interpretations
tend to marshal a portion of the newer evidences on the
mechanics of agglutination and virulence "not so much to
prove a new case as to plead for a re -analysis of an old
one." "I am persuaded," says ?alk ( 24 ) , "that the older
notions on virulence (and agglutination) and their mechan-
ism have not been fruitful; a newer one which for the mo-
ment places the dynamics of electrical potential differences
or charges as a focal point between virulence and resistance
may not be more sound, but it cannot be more sterile."
A most recent contribution to electrophoresis as
applied to the field of bacteriology is that of J?alk and
Jensen(2l) t in colaboration with Tonney and white
t
a2 ).
These investigators developed a new avenue of approach to
the study of virulence of the diphtheria bacilli. It is
recognized that within the species of Corynebncteriura
diphtheriae there is a distinction between the true viru-
lent diphtheria bacilli and the pseudo-diphtheria bacilli.
To distinguish between virulent and non -virulent strains
the guinea pig test has been employed as a diagnostic
method. These investigators have established a technique
whereby the virulence of these organisms can be very readily
and accurately determined with the electrophoret ic method.
-19-
It was observed that when diphtheria organisms isolated
from a patient* a throat were placed in an electrophoresis
cell and their migration velocities determined, there
was a variation in velocity depending on whether the
organisms were of true virulent or non-virulent strain.
In a series of one hundred and five unknown cultures of
Corynebacteria, the following findings were obtained:
iffrty-eight were virulent by both electrophoresis and by
guinea pig tests j thirteen were non-virulent by both
tests; and four were virulent by electrophoresis and non-
virulent by guinea pig tests. *n electrophoretic mobility
of five microns per second was found to be the dividing
line between the strains that were to be called virulent
and those that were to be called non-virulent. Cultures
having mobilities lower than five microns per second were
pronounced virulent, while those having velocities above
five microns per second were pronounced non-virulent. It
must be borne in mind that diphtheria virulence is of toxi-
genic character, and for this reason, the relation between
electrophoretic migration velocity and virulence have an
inverse relationship. The authors feel that the Donnan
membrane equilibrium explains satisfactorily electrophoresis
as applied to toxigenic virulence. It is assumed that all
strains produce toxin, but only those with surfaces that
are relatively permeable to toxin will excrete it. ilence,
for toxin excreting strains, it should be found that £i
2
(where and "2 are concentrations of toxin inside and
outside the bacterial cell) will have a relatively smaller
value than for non-toxigenic strains. The measurable
20-
potential difference, therefore, should be lower accordingly.
Tittsler^ 43 ) made a study on the relationship between
the amount of electrical charge and the nodule forming
ability of Rhizobium leguminosarum. Without making any
detailed report, the author found that there was a direct
parallelism between the quantity of charge and the inoculat-
ing ability, i.e., the greater the electrical charge
carried by a strain of this species, the easier would it
be for it to inoculate the specific legume plant. This
fact is in accord with the theoretical considerations on
non-toxigenic virulence.
21-
THRORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
It is impossible to determine the potential difference
existing between a bacterium and the menstruum in which it
is suspended by means of electrodes. This method would
necessitate the placing of one electrode in a bacterium.
This is impossible. For this reason methods have been de-
vised whereby it is possible to ascertain the potential
difference by an indirect method. This indirect method
involves the Helmholtz-Larab equation, by means of which the
potential difference is calculated after determining experi-
mentally the velocity. It will be seen later in the dis-
cussion that the migration velocity of bacteria is the result
of the potential difference.
The phenomenon of electrophoresis was discovered by
the Russian physicist Reuse
^
38
^ about 1809. teuos arranged
a piece of wet clay and forced down two open glass tubes
into the clay mass; a layer of sand was placed at the bottom
of the tubes to prevent the clay particles from being stirred
up; water was poured into the tubes and two electrodes were
placed in them. '.Shen potential difference was applied, he
found that the water level was raised in the tube containing
the minus pole so that there was a flow of water in the dir-
ection of the negative pole. At the same time clay particles
migrated to the positive pole.
To understand this electrokinetic phenomenon, it is
necessary to have n conception of the theory which attempts
to explain the reaction of the process. The theory was
-28-
first developed by Helmholtz^ 18 ) and amplified by iAmb^ 27 ) -
hence the Helmholtz-Lamb electrophoresis formula*
Fundamental assumptions: When a particle in a liquid
becomes charged, there exists about it a double electric
layer; when the particle is negatively charged* there is a
layer of negative electricity on the surface of the solid
particle, while in the liquid surrounding it there is a
corresponding layer of positive electricity, •
Helmholtz states that *the algebraic sum of the two electric
charges surrounding the particles equals zero The
center of gravity of the complete system, solid particle and
surrounding positively charged fluid layer taken together,
cannot be moved by the electric forces which arise from
the potential fall in the liquid through which the current
passes* However, the electric force will tend to bring
about a displacement, relatively to each other, of the
positively charged fluid layer and negatively charged
particle, whereby the fluid layer follows the flow of
positive electricity while the particle moves in opposite
direction. If the fluid were a perfect insulator the new
position would still be a condition of equilibrium. However,
through the displacement of the layers, the equilibrium
of the galvanic tension between the solid particle and
the liquid is disturbed. On account of the conductivity
of the liquid equilibrium always seems to restore itself,
and the original state of electrical distribution will thus
tend to be continually reproduced. Hew displacements of
the particles with respect to the surrounding liquid will
continually occur*"
-23-
Helniholtz Infers that the difference of potential,
S, between a solution of copper sulphate and the solid
wall of a porous clay vessel equals £. = 1,77, where D is
the electromotive force of the Daniells* cell. But Lamb
introduced a variation, namely, |xi = 1.77, in which LD d
is the linear magnitude measuring the facility of "slipping 1*,
and equal to^p
,
where 7] is the coefficient of viscosity
of the liquid and P the coefficient of sliding friction
of the liquid in contact with the wall of the tuoe; d is
the distance between the plates of an air condenser equiv-
alent to that virtually formed by the opposed surfaces of
the solid and liquid. Lamb assumes that L and d are of
the same order of magnitude; and if L = d, Helmholtz formula
remains unchanged.
Lamb deduces the following expression for the velocity
(v) of a charged particle through a liquid under an electric
force, when the motion has become steady:
Xe = 4TT
a
2
ri v I (l)
L
X - gradient of electric potential in the liquid*
e = charge on the particle.
a - radius of the particle*
Y| , v, and L as above*
The particle with the double electric layer may be
looked upon as a small condenser of two concentric spheres
whose distance apart (d) is small compared to a. The
capacitance of such a condenser would then be:
c = a.2 K (2)
d
K is the specific inductive capacity of the liquid,
d and a as above.
-24-
If V indicates the difference of potential between
the solid particle and the liquid, then the charge e on
the particle would be:
e = V |
2
k (Since Q = CV) (3)
Substituting the value e in equation (l), we have:
X, V a2 K = 4TT a2 . 77 . v 1
,
d L
Therefore:
*
Y
• d
=
~1T~ * (HelMioltis-Laiab equation.)
Thus, if for known value of X, and corresponding observed
value of v, the difference of potential can be readily
computed. As indicated by the formula the potential of
a particle is independent of the radius, and hence of the
size of the particle; but it depends on the kind of material
the suspended particle is composed of. In the case of
colloidal particles the potential difference between it
and the surrounding liquid as measured by the Helmholtz-
Lamb equation will depend on the ratio of the distribution
of ions as expressed by the Donnan membrane equilibrium
theory.
An erroneous interpretation may be put on the pheno-
menon of electrophoresis. Since a particle suspended in a
liquid containing two electrodes moves towards one of the
poles, it might appear as if every particle behaved as a
body carrying a free electric charge and was attracted to
the oppositely charged pole, just as a charged pith ball is
attracted towards a charged glass rod. The suspended
particles, however, are electrically neutral, for the
charges on the positive and negative double layer are
equal to each other. The external field of force of such
35-
a suspension or colloidal solution is naturally equal
to zero. The effect of an externally applied electric
field upon such a system is only tangential, Michaelis^ 30 ^
attempts to depict this mechanism by the following
diagram:
In the figure A, let a be a small ball which is sur-
rounded by an electric double layer, of a solidly adhering
negative layer and of a displaceable posit ire layer. The
direction of the lines of force of the external electrical
field is shown by the arrows. Therefore, the ball with
its fastened negative layers must be displaced to the
right and the outer positive layer to the left, so that,
for a moment, the state shown in i3 results. The positive
layer which has become defective on the right side regener-
ates at once, even before the state shown in ii is reached,
with the help of the positive ions meanwhile brought up
by the external electric current; and also the positive
ions which were set free at the left end of the outer layer
-26
find their electric equivalents in the negative ions
Drought up toy the current. 4a it can toe readily seen,
the entire ball surface participates in the conduction
of the electric current.
This theory, however, explains only the mechanics
of motion of a suspended particle without giving any
account as to the origin of the electrical charges in the
double layer. Practically all theories attesting to ex-
plain the cause of this electrical charge assume that the
membrane separating the particle and the liquid is the seat
of the origin. In order to trace the connection between
the electrical charge and stability of suspension it is
necessary to consider the nature and origin of this mem-
brane potential difference.
This membrane potential has been quantitatively deter-
mined toy Loeto^26 ), who measured the potential difference
existing across a membrane separating a gelatine chloride
solution and an aqueous hydrochloric acid solution of
originally the same reaction as that of the gelatine chloride.
The potential difference was measured with a Compton Electro-
aster with saturated calomel electrodes.
ihat was actually determined by this method was the
e.m.f. of the following cell:
-
calomel
electrode
saturated
KOI
outside
solution
HC1
collodion saturated
KC1
calomel
electrode
The potential difference of the above chain was found
to vary with the pH of the gelatine chloride solution.
It was also found that the addition of a neutral salt to
-27-
the gelatine chloride depresses the potential difference.
Thus, It appeara that the electrolytes influence the
potential difference between the gelatine chloride and the
outside solution in a way similar to that in which they
influence the osmotic pressure and the viscosity of the same
solution. Winslow and Upton
^
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^ have shown that this same
condition of potential difference exists in bacteria in the
presence of the various electrolytes. Loeb is convinced
that the membrane potential of such a system as described
above is due to the establishment of Donnan membrane equil-
ibrium.
Donnan has shown that when a membrane separates two
solutions of electrolytes one of which contains one ion
which cannot diffuse through the membrane while all the
other ions diffuse, the result will be an unequal distribu-
tion of the diffusible ions on the opposite sides. t
equilibrium the products of the concentrations of each pair
of oppositely charged diffusible ions are the same on the
opposite sides of the membrane but one side will contain the
non-diffusible ion, thus giving rise to potential differences.
Donnan expresses his theory thus:- suppose that
the membrane (indicated in the following diagram by a
vertical line) be impermeable to the anion B of a salt
HaH and also to the non-dissociated part of the salt NaR,
but permeable for all the other ions and salts to be con-
sidered in this connection. ... Suppose in the be-
ginning we have a solution of KaR on one side of the
28-
raembrane and of sodium chloride on the other aide:
Ha +
R" 01 ~
(1) (2)
In this case SaCl will diffuse from (2) to (l). In the
end, the following equilibrium will result:
Ha+ Na+
R"
Cl" CI
(1) (2)
When this equilibrium is established, the energy required to
transport reversibly and i3othermally one gram molecule
sodium ion from (2) to (l) equals the energy which can
be gained by the corresponding reversible and isothermal
transport of a gram molecule of chlorine ion. In other
words we consider the following infinitely snail isothermal
and reversible charge of the system:
Sn mol Na+(2) » (l)
hn mol Cl"{2) » (l)
The energy which can be gained this way (i.e., the diminu-
tion of free energy) is zero, hence:
SnRT In (ga*)2 + SnRT In (Cl")2 =
lNa + )i TcPTT
or
<SnRT In f
fe "|"j2 = - SnHT In ( C1">2
This condition can only exist when:
i|i^2 « (Cl')i or (Ea*)
x
. [01-), = (Ka+) 2 . (Cl-) 2
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That is, at equilibrium, the product of the concentrations
of a pair of diffusible ions on one side of the membrane
is equal to the product of the concentrations of the same
diffusible ions on the other side. In this consideration
instead of having an electrolyte Na H with the non-diffusible-
ion R we can have a colloid with its non-diffusible part-
icle carrying a certain charge and its diffusible ions of
opposite charge. The applicability of this theory in
bacterial potential difference can be readily conceived when
it is considered that the system consists of colloidal
protoplasm, semi -permeable membrane, and the outside
surrounding liquid*
Much discussion has been waged for and against the
concept that the Donnan membrane equilibrium explains the
origin of the electrical charge of a colloidal particle.
The experiments of Winslow, Falk and Caulfield
(
48 )
,
however,
appear to indicate that the Donnan theory is the most
feasible explanation as to the origin of electrical charge
in bacteria. These investigators make the following remarks
regarding this theory*
"All of the observed phenomena appear to be in accord
with the assumption that marked differences in dielectric
constants did not appear under the conditions studied. If
this assumption be granted the results are in accord with
the fundamental postulates of the Donnan equilibrium, as
applied to the explanation of the origin of potential diff-
erence between a bacterial cell and its enveloping menstruum.
11
-30-
And further: •The most plausible explanation of the
differences in potential between a living cell and its
surrounding menstruum is that which has been developed
by Loeb on the basis of the Donnan equiliorium and its
application to the protein systems by Proctor and .vilaon.*
-^1-
EXPT1RIMF.KTAL
Having discussed the subject of electrophoresis both
from the standpoint of experimental evidence and theoreti-
cal considerations, we can now introduce the subject of our
present investigation. In the light of these facts, it
has been suggested to the author that there may be a possible
method for ascertaining, by electrophoresis, quantitative
differences in the agglutinability between strains of
Mcaligenes abortus.
When the investigation was contemplated, the author
searched for methods that would be most readily applicable
to this type of work, bearing in mind always the importance
of quantitative accuracy. The recent work of JShlk^ 13 ) and
his associates on the electrophoresis of diphtheria, has
brought to light the development of a new type of electro-
phoresis cell. The cell is simple in its construction and
accurate in its measurements. ThiB type of cell, however,
does not displace that devised by Horthrop, which is more
complicated and slower in obtaining readings. It was with
the view of using a simple and yet accurate method that the
use of the simplified electrophoresis cell was adopted for
this investigation.
The results are expressed in terms of microns per
second per volt, since the Eelwholtz-Lamb equation used to
convert electrophoretic migration velocity into potential
difference is questionable as discussed by .vinslow, J»lk
and Caulfield^ 48 ).
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The apparatus as well as the methods used, with some
modifications, are those devised and used by I. S. Jalk In
connection with virulence of diphtheria. This simplified
electrophoresis cell consists of two superimposed slides,
the top of which is cut so that it makes a rectangular
chamber of 3*5 x 1 cm. and 1.3 to 1.4 mm. in depth; the
upper slide provides grooves on each end in which platinum
electrodes are connected with DeEhotinsky cement, leaving
about 0.5 cm. or less of the platinum wire uncovered. The
suspension of washed bacteria is introduced into the cham-
ber and is covered with a lie 1 cover glass without per-
mitting air bubbles to become entrapped. The electrodes
are connected to a source of direct current and the cell is
placed on the stage of the microscope. A further detail
on this technique will be delineated below. A reversing
switch is provided between the source of voltage and the
cell so that the polarity may be reversed very readily and
without jarring the cell. It is desirable to have a small
ammeter and a voltmeter in the circuit to provide a check
on the source of voltage and to show by means of the
ammeter
that no current is flowing, thus showing that the
suspension
in the cell is a very poor conductor. In the
course of this
investigation a galvanometer was standardized and used
as
a milliamraeter.
This type of cell is very satisfactory in measuring
electrophoretic migration velocities of bacteria auspended
in pure water. There was, however, one
difficulty encountered
at the beginning of this work which made the
readings
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inconsistent ; it was polarization* This was eliminated
by platinising the electrodes. This was done by placing
in the chamber of the cell some 5J. solution of platinum
chloride, the poles connected to a source of potential
of about 3 volts, and the current reversed every 30 sec-
onds until the electrodes were well platinized. This
process takes 2 to 4 minutes*
The cell is a closed system. Therefore, the net mo-
tion of the water is zero; the water moving in one direction
returns in the opposite. In such a system the bacteria
under investigation are all negatively charged to the dis-
tilled water. It is observed that immediately under the
cover glass, the water moves to the negative electrode
with a maximum velocity. This phenomenon is in accordance
with the fact that when two substances are in contact, the
one having the greater dielectric constant becomes negatively
charged. Coehn'e iiule (cited by Kichaelis) ( 30 > states that,
"Kvery substance becomes negatively charged with respect
to another substance of a higher dielectric constant, and
it becomes positively charged with respect to substances
of lower dielectric constants. * For example, when a solid
wall is a glass capillary, then all substances whose dielec-
tric constant is greater than 4 to 9 are positively charged,
and those whose dielectric constant is less than 4 to 9
are
negatively charged. (Dielectric constant of water - 30-81;
glass = 4.67-9.096; air = 1.000590).
<
42
> In the middle of
the cell the water moves towards the positive electrode
with
-34
a maximal velocity. Between the middle and the walls
the velocity becomes less, and at some particular distance
between the two there is no movement of the water - the
drag to the negative pole by the water near the glass is
equal and opposite to the drag of the water returning in
the middle towards the positive pole. In the layer of
water, therefore, in which there is no endosmotic velocity,
the motion of the suspended particles is the true electro-
phoretic velocity. Thus, the measurements of the migration
velocity of the suspended bacteria are made in those layers
that are situated in the stationary layer of the water*
There are two stationary layers; one in the upper and
a second in the lower half of the cell. In the simplified
Falk cell, the "stationary layers" are located at a dis-
tance 1/2 D ? |f3~ above and below the middle of the cell.
The cell used had a depth of 1.28 units (1.28 m.m. ) on the
fine adjustment screw. D is the middle of the cell, and
by computation it was found that the upper stationary layer
is located at 0.2705 m.m. from the top of the cell, and
the lower stationary layer is also located at 0.2705 m.m.
from the bottom of the cell.
The following diagrams demonstrate the construction
of the cell as well as a schematic representation of its
working.
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FIGURE I
Chamber filled with
7.5 cm.
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Depth of
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Electrode
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View
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A. PROCEDURE FOR BSTTiRMINIKG AGGLUTINOGKHIC PROPERTIES
OP STRAINS OP ALCALIGENES ABORTUS.
When the agglutinating ability of a strain of Ucal-
igenes abortua is to be ascertained by the electrophoretic
method, the following procedure may be followed. A bact-
erial suspension is prepared from a culture at least 43
hours old which is grown on nutrient agar medium having a
H-ion concentration corresponding to a pH of 6.6 to 6.8.
The growth from the slant is washed with pure distilled
water the reaction of which is pH of about 7.0.
The suspension is washed three times by being centri-
fugalized for 10 minutes each time at 2500 revolutions per
minute. \fter the final washing the bacteria are resuspended
in redistilled water.
Cell J The cell is thoroughly cleaned by brushing with
soap and water and thoroughly rinsed under running tap,
and then distilled water. It ia then filled with the suspen-
sion nearly to overflowing, and the cover glass is placed over
it without trapping air bubbles. The cover glass is pressed
down so that it rests on the glass and not on the fluid in
the cell. Any excess fluid that might be pressed out from
the cell is wiped with filter paper, vftien the microscope
is perfectly level, the cell is placed on the microscope
stage, and the electrodes are connected to a source of dir-
ect current voltage. In the course of this investigation
the voltage was procured from a generator which generated
D.C. from A.C. The most convenient E.M.P. used was 25 volts.
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When high voltage was used, polarization took place very
rapidly and thus interfered with correct readings.
lectrieal connections: The cell should be wired to
a source of voltage so that the polarity of the electrodes
cnn he reversed quickly and without jarring the cell*
Microscope and equipment: * microscope equipped
with a calibrated micrometer head on the fine adjustment
screw is required. The ocular micrometer is calibrated
with a stage micrometer so that each large division in the
ocular micrometer is known in microns. A good stop watch
reading to 0.2 of a second must be available. The following
optical system was employed: Zeiss research microscope;
a no. 4 micrometer ocular and ^ciss A objective.
Calibration of the cell: The calibrated heed of
the fine adjustment is set to the aero point, and the micro-
scope is focused with the coarse adjustment to the bottom of
the charter of the cell. Then the fine adjustment head is
turned until the lenses are focused on the bottom of the
cover gloss. Hie depth of the cell is thus ascertained
in
millimeter units on the head of the fine adjustment screw.
Knowing the depth of the cell, the upper and lower
"stationary
layers can readily be focused by using the above
computations,
namely, 1/2 » * f% It *>en found that the stationary
layers of the electrophoresis cell used in
this investigation
were located «t 0.2705 m.m. from the top
and bottom of the
cell respectively for the upper end lower
layers.
Matural or artificial illumination may be
used and
should be adjusted as for a hanging drop.
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Measuremente s The microscope Is adjusted to the
field of vision (depth of the stationary layer), and the
bacteria are seen either singly or In small clumps*
With one hand on the reversing switch and the other con-
trolling a stop-watch, the circuit Is closed* Immediately,
the time It takes an individual organism to traverse one
or two large divisions on the ocular micrometer is deter-
mined by means of the stop-watch* Then ten measurements
en different bacteria are taken, five of which are taken
by reversing the orientation of the electrical field* The
total number of measurements thus obtained are averaged,
and calculations are made so that the velocity Is read in
micron8 per second. The following table will illustrates
Distance
Large micrometer
divisions*
Each large
division equals
128.2 microns.
Time
in
Seconds
Depth
at which
readings
are
taken.
Average
microns per
second per
voltage
used.
Average
microns
per
second
per volt
2 11.9 • 27 mm. 22.65 0.888
2 10.9 .27 microns microns
2 9.8 .27 per per
2 13*2 .27 second second
2 12*2 .27 per per
-2 12.0 .27 voltage volt
-2 9.3 .27 used
-2 12.0 .27
-2 10.9 .27
-2 10.3 .27
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Determination of Agglutinogen^ Properties by Lfeans of
Agglutination Tests.
Preparation of Agglutinogen: The peptone agar used
in this study in growing the agglutinogen was adjusted to
a H-ion concentration corresponding to a pH 6.6. It has
been found by Ghibley^ 40 ) that there is a variation in
the charge carried by Escherichia coli until the culture
was about 18 hours old. For this reason the author deemed
it advisable to incubate the cultures of Alcaligenes abortus
for at least 48 hours. This period of incubation was also
essential in procuring the maximum amount of growth to
insure a proper suspension for agglutination. The cultures
were incubated at 37° C. For agglutination tests the growth
was removed with a small portion of saline (0.9;J EaCI solution),
filtered through sterile cotton, heated for a half hour at
56°- 58° C, centrifugali zed at 2500 revolutions per minute,
and resuspended in saline. The washing is repeated three
times to remove traces of peptone and other protein material*
DeKruif^ 33 ^ found in this connection that such impurities
adhering on the bacteria affect the quantity of charge and
consequently the agglutinating ability. The final washed
suspension was standardized to a density corresponding to a
McFarland^ 29 ) Nephelometer reading of 1.5. The agglutination
test was performed in the following manner:
A series of 10 serological teat tubes were placed in
a rack. Starting from the second tube, one cubic centimeter
of saline solution was added into each tube. The serum is
diluted into 1:25 and one cubic centimeter of it is added
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into each of the first two tubes. Starting from the second
tube, the content is mixed, and then one cubic centimeter
is transferred into the third tube. This same process is
followed and the transference is continued up to the tenth
tube, discarding the last dilution. After making the proper
suspension of the agglutinogen, as described above, one
cubic centimeter of it is added into each tube* The final
dilutions in the test tubes will be as follows! 1.50 -
lilOO - 1.200 - ls400 - 1.800 - H1600 - 1.3200 - 1:6400 -
1.12,300 - 1*25,600. An agglutinogen and serum control were
run with each test, \rtifical Alealigenes abortion agglu-
tinins, as well as naturally produced agglutinating abortion
serum from cows known to be infected with Alealigenes
abortus, were used. The readings were taken after 24 hours
incubation in water bath at 37° C and then again after 24
hours refrigeration.
The suspensions for measurements of electrophoretic
migrations were prepared in the same manner as above, with
the exception, that, instead of using saline solution,
pure
distilled water was employed. The final auspension.
however,
was prepared as follows. After the third washing
the bact-
erial suspension was made up to density corresponding
to
IfcSarland Kephelometer reading of 1.0. Then
one cubic cent-
imeter of thie suspension was diluted with 9
cc. of the same
redistilled water, thus making the final dilution
1.10 of
Hephelometer 1. The electrophoresis coll
was thoroughly
washed, as stated above, and finally
rinsed with about
5 cubic centimeters of the suspension. The cell was filled,
the cover-glass mounted to make a closed system, and connected
to the source of voltage. A direct current of approximately
25 volts was applied. Observations were made with direct
illumination. All measurements of electrophoretic velocity
were made by timing with a stop-watch the migration of a
bacterium across a distance of 256.4 microns.
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B. PROCI5JJURI5 FOR J3RTKHMINIHG VIRUIENCE OP VARIOUS 3TRAIKS
CP AIC *LIGKHF.S ABORTUS •
It is a well known fact that individual members of
a species of microorganism may be so related that it is
impossible to differentiate or group them as to their path-
ogenic properties by studying their morphological, cultural
and biochemical characteristics. It has been possible to
make such differentiation of individual strains by employing
methods having to do with laboratory animals. In other
words, pathogenic and non-pathogenic, and intermediate
strains may be distinguished when Btudied in vivo.
A.s a result of long cultivation upon an artificial med-
ium an organism may lose its virulence. For this reason,
the importance of knowing the pathogenic properties of
strains of Alcaligenes abortus becomes obvious when one
desires to produce abortion, experimentally, in pregnant
animals, or to detect the efficacy of various prophylactic
and therapeutic measures in controlling the disease.
Various methods have been used to detect the virulence
of Alcaligenes abortus in vivo, but the one most recently
recommended by Kuddleson^®^ has been employed in this in-
vestigation. The method is based on the ability of the
organism to produce lesions in the organs of laboratory
animals following inoculation. Guinea pigs have been used
for these studies since Kuddleson found that these animals
have a high degree of susceptibility toward Alcaligenes
abortus as regards characteristic tissue changes. For example,
-44-
it has been found that abscesses are formed in the test-
icles of the male pig, the spleen becomes enlarged and
nodule-like lesions may be formed in the lungs, spleen
and liver.
This method, which is considered reliable for detect-
ing virulence in routine tests, has been used in this in-
vestigation in connection with virulence to compare with
the electrophoretic method. The procedure is conducted
in the following manner: A loopful of each culture was
planted into tubes of nutrient bouillon and incubated at
37° C. for forty-eight hours. One-half cubic centimeter
of the broth culture of each strain was inoculated intra-
abdominally into each guinea pig ranging from 300 to 600
grans in weight. The pigs were placed in cages after in-
oculation and observed for a period of 10 weeks. At the
end of this period the pigs were chloroformed, blood was
dmwn for agglutination tests, and the abdominal and thor-
acic cavities exposed for observations of anatomical changes
occurring in the organs. The agglutination tests on the
sera of the various animals were performed in the manner
described in a previous section. An average of all the
tests performed on electrophoretic velocities was taken to
be the true velocity of each strain at any one time during
the progress of the experiment.
Cultures: The strains of Alcaligenes abortus which
have been used in this investigation were obtained from the
Department of Bacteriology and Physiology of the Massachusetts
Agricultural College. These strains were thoroughly studied
-45-
previous to this work by Dr. G. V,» Gage as to their agglu-
tinating and complement -fixing powers. There were no
records given as to the agglutinating properties with the
strain 80 which was procured from the Department of Veter-
inary Science, as well as ,-/C8 and 231 obtained from
Dr. F. I. Huddleson of the ' xperiment Station of the Michigan
State College.
DATA
-46
The data represented in tables I to III shows that
the strains of Alcaligenes abortus bear the same relation
to electrical charges and agglutinating ability as that
of the organisms studied by other investigators 10 t 33, 44).
That is, the sequence of increasing electrophoret ic migration
velocity is followed by a corresponding decrease in the
agglutinating ability. In comparing the results in table I
it is seen that the same strain varies in its power to
agglutinate in the presence of specific immune serum from
time to time. The relationship, however, between electrical
charge and agglut inability still exists. For example,
strain 2;o. 155 in table I has an electrophoret ic velocity
of 0.6345 microns per second per volt and is completely
agglutinated throughout the eighth tube; but the electro-
phoretic velocity of the same strain determined ten days
later is increased to 1.052 microns per second per volt
with a corresponding decrease in its agglutinating ability.
The essential information derived from this data is that a
strain which once had good agglutinogenic powers will not
necessarily retain such properties for an indefinite length
of time.
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The data In table It shows that migration velocity
induced by electrophoresis of Ucaligenes abortus compared
with the agglutinogenlc properties is based on the time of
growth of this organism. The cultures were incubated for
fire days at 37° C. Compared with table I the results in-
dicate that the extent of time of incubation has an influence
on both the electrical charge and agglutinating ability;
that is, the longer the incubation period after forty-
eight hours, the greater will be the charge and therefore
a corresponding decrease in the ability to agglutinate*
From the standpoint of preparing agglutinogens for agglutin-
ation tests, it is well to consider that the length of in-
cubation should not exceed that period which gives the
highest agglutinating ability of the organisms* Therefore,
under the condition of these experiments the results in-
dicate and justify the use of methods of electrophoresis
as a means of ascertaining the agglutinogens properties of
strains of Mcaligenes abortus*
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The type of medium in which Alcaligenes abortus
organ isms are grown affects their biological and physical
characteristics. This fact is pointed out in table III.
The strains used in this experiment were grown in nutrient
bouillon. In every case the potential difference is
higher and the agglutinating power correspondingly lower
compared with the results in the previous tables. This
fact has been explained by various investigators on the
bnsis of Donnan's Theory. That is, in the nutrient broth
in which the bacteria were grown, the entire surface of
each organism comes in close contact with the surrounding
medium. This condition would result in a greater concen-
tration of the salts within the bacterial cells. When
these bacterial cells are suspended in distilled water
for electrophoretic measurements, a potential difference
would arise that would be much higher than for bacterial
cells with less concentration within the surrounding medium.
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The information In table IV is valuable from the
standpoint of the application of electrophoretio measure
-
mente for ascertaining the efficiency of the agglutinogens.
The data indicates that the serum used hnd specific
abortion agglutinins after it was diluted 400 times,
sufficient to completely agglutinate an efficient agglu-
tinogen. The strains that had a high charge agglutinated
completely only in a dilution of the serum of ltbO; that is,
strain Ko. 155 is eight times more efficient than strain Eo.
to detect specific abortion agglutinins in serums from cows
infected with Mcaligenes abortus. This would mean that
if the serum had a titer of only Is 200, such a strain as
Ho. 60 would /jive a false reaction. From ti n standpoint
of serum diagnosis it is hi$~JLy desirable that only those
strains be used for agglutinogens that will detect the
smallest amount of agglutinins in the serum of an animal
infected with Mcaligenes abortus.
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TABLE IV
CORRELATION BETWEEN VELOCITY INDUCED BY ELECTROPHORESIS
OF VARIOUS STRAINS OF ALCiiLIGENSS TORTUS AND aGGLUTINO-
GENIC PROPERTIES USING CATTLE SERUMS FROM ANIMALS KNOWN
TO BE INFECTED WITH THE SPECIFIC ORGANISM OF THE DISEASE.
STRAIN
NO.
MIGRATION
VELOCITIES
MEASURED
IN
MICRONS
PER SEC.
PER VOLT.
AGGLUTINATION REACTIONS
SP. iCIFIC A. ABORTUS SERUM DILUTIONS
TUBE
1
TUBE
2
TUBE
3
TUBE
4
TUBE
5
TURK
6 7
1-50 1-100 1-200 1-400 1-800 SERUM:ont.
AGGLUT
CONT.
155 0.725 C c C C + +
103 1.0465 C c +++ + +
4 1.230 c +++ + +
C8 1.315 C c + + ++
80 1.333 c c + + + -
60 1.507 c +++ +
231 1.545 c c + + +
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Two atraina were selected, one of which had an
average migration velocity greater than the other,
and their agglutinating ability was compared. The
results in the table V indicate that an efficient
strain of <\lcallgenes abortus can be selected by the
electrophoretic method for agglutination tests. The
strain having the lowest electrophoretic migration
velocity would agglutinate at the highest serum dilution.
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U has been reported that the various components of
the medium in which the organisms are grown have an effect
cn their potential difference. With this in mind one
strain was selected and grown on two different nutrient
agar slants whose reactions corresponded to a H-ion concen-
tration of PH 4.84 and pH 3.0 respectively. After determin
ing their electrophoretic migration velocity and agglutinat
ing ability the results shown in table VI were obtained.
It can readily be seen that the same correlation still ex-
ists, namely, the greater the charge, the less the agglutin-
ating powers of the organisms. The H-ion concentration of
the growing medium appears to affect the cell of each in-
dividual organism. That is, an increase in the H-ion con-
centration affects the bacterial protoplasm in the same
manner as it affects proteins. On the acid side of the
isoelectric point, the amino fe roup of the protein molecule
behaves like ammonia in its ability to add an acid. This
may be represented by the equation:
m2 r~^H2 .HciK + hci =|h
^ COOH P^OOH
The hydrochloride dissociates into a protein cation and an
anion (Cl-)i
a'
-iih3ci
+ ci-
_J^C00H L_Njooi
On the other hand a reaction of protein with a base re-
sults in the formation of sodium proteinate in the case
NaOH is used:
R
ym2
+ NaOH =
^COOH
^NH2
r: + HpO
COOHa
-57-
The sodium proteinate formed dissociates into a protein
anion and Na+ cation:
vCOONa
r
8
VC00" + Ha+
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A comparative study between virulence and the pro-
perty to carry electrical charges of strains of Alcaligenes
abortus is shown in table VII. These results indicate
that there exists a correlation between amount of antibodies
engendered by the various strains, the potential difference
expressed in electrophoretic mi ^ration velocity, and the
anatomical changes. It is interesting to note that there
was a marked decline in serum agglutinins in pigs showing
no enlarged spleen or lesions. It is generally seen that
pigs having typical lesions lost weight at the end of the
experiment, while those that had no anatomical changes
gained in weight. The electrophoretic migration velocities,
however, show a gradual decrease; the strains that indicate
virulence by the guinea pig test had a correspondingly high
migration velocity, while those that appeared norraal had a
lower migration velocity.
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A detail study of the various strains of Alcaligenes
abortus is reported in table VIII. There appears to be
an individual variation between the various readings within
each strain. ?or this reason it is recommended that an
average of ten readings be taken for each suspension, five
of which are observed by changing the orientation of the
field. The author wishes to suggest that this comparatively
small discrepancy is the result of individual variation of
these small living entities, for it is known that biological
processes, in spite of their common properties, are chemi-
cally individual units.
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The potential difference of a microorganism betweenthe surrounding medium and its enveloping membrane as ex-pressed by the Helmholtz-Lamb equation can be determinedfrom its electrophoretic velocity. This velocity is pro-portional to the voltage applied across the poles of the
electrophoresis cell; that is, v X. Hence, plotting
mobility against voltage for a given washed culture a
straight line should be obtained if true electrophoresis
is observed. The chart below shows graphically the result
of three strains whose electrophoretic velocities vary dir
ectly as the voltage applied.
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The accuracy of the Falk apparatus as a basis for
electrophoresis work compares well with the Northrop
electrophoresis cell* The possible deviation from the
mean, as shown in Chart II, can only be 0.95 seconds for
the highest reading and 0.85 seconds for the lowest read-
ing from the average of eight readings. These figures are
based on the time it required for the bacteria to traverse
256.4 microns. Northrop, however, observed that a deviation
of 1.1 seconds from the mean is tolerated. These observa-
tions point out the fact that the Salk apparatus is well
suited for studies in bacterial electrophoresis.
14
10
OBSERVATIONS Mti.DE BY NORTHROP TO ESTABLISH
THE ACCURACY OF THE NORTHROP ELECTROPHORESIS
CELL.
OBSERVATIONS MADE ON VELOCITY OF ALCALIGSNES
ABORTUS UNDER ELECTRIFICATION IN THE FALK
APPARATUS AS A BASIS FOR THE DETERMINATI ON
OF ACCURACY IN ELECTROPHORESIS WORK.
4 5
Number of Reading.
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The experimental results reveal the existence of a
relationship between electrophoretlc migration Telocity
and agglutinating ability of various strains of Alcaligenes
abortus* It may be seen from the tables that whenever a
marked difference exists in velocity induced by electro-
phoresis between two strains* the one having the lowest
migration velocity will also have the best agglutinating
ability. This fact can be explained on the basis of funda-
mental colloidal chemistry* Bacteria in suspension are re-
garded as hydrophilic colloids. But, when sensitized by
specific immune serum, they are changed into hydrophobic
colloids. Since bacteria are negatively charged and immune
serum positively charged, the union of the two will result
in a partial neutralization of the two charges; when in the
presence of an electrolyte the comparatively neutral hydro-
phobic sensitized bacterial suspension agglutinates and fin-
ally precipitates in the bottom of the tube.
If a stable suspension is observed under the microscope,
it will be seen that, although the particles approach one
another, they do not actually collide. If some substance is
now added which precipitates the suspension, the particles
then collide and stick together. Since they sometimes adhere
to one another and sometimes remain separate, there must
evidently be a force which tends to keep them apart and
another force which holds them together. If the repulsive
force is greater than the cohesive force, or greater than
the momentum of the particles due to their movements, the
-67-
particles will remain separate, whereas if it is less they
will adhere into larger aggregates. The investigations of
Northrop and DeKruif have proven quantitatively that there
are two forces which enter in the process of agglutination,
namely, the repelling and cohesive forces. We may regard
the similar electrical charge of the bacteria as constitut-
ing the repelling agency, and surface tension as the attract-
ing agency.
The work of all previous investigators and the data
presented in this paper point to the fact that all bacteria
in suspension carry electrical charges. The determining
factor for the stability of the suspension is the quantity
of potential difference carried by the particles. It is
possible to predict, therefore, from measurements of electro-
phoretic potential difference alone whether or not the sus-
pension will remain stable. It follows, therefore, that the
electrophoretic potential is the decisive factor for the
prevention of agglutination and, further, that this potential
must be directly proportional to the rate of migration in the
electrical field.
The results reported in tables (I to IV) show that the
agglutinating ability of strains of Alcaligenes abortus is
a function of the potential difference. The strains whose
electrophoretic migration velocity was over one micron per
second per volt had a lower agglutinating power than strains
of lower electrophoretic velocity. For example, in table IV
it will be noticed that the amount of agglutinin required to
-63-
completely agglutinate strain Ko. 60 ia eight times greater
than that necessary to completely agglutinate strain l;o. 155.
This implies that the repelling forces in the former strain
are higher than in the latter, in which case the suspended
bacteria are prevented from coalescing and ultimately uniting*
With the salt concentration kept constant in all the agglu-
tination tests performed, the cohesive force, which is in-
fluenced by the concentration of the salt, could only manifest
itself after the repelling force is decreased. From such
observations we may be led to assume that the effect of vary-
ing the concentration of a bacterial suspension upon the
concentration of the agglutinin necessary for agglutination
varies directly as the concentration of the bacteria.
A comparison of the results in table III with those of
the previous tables reveals the fact that the conditions
under which the organisms have been grown and the exact
method of preparing the agglutinogen influence the agglutin-
ability of Alcaligenes abortus. The author is of the opinion
that up to the present time the Donnan theory of membrane
equilibrium appears to give the most plausible explanation
for this difference in the physical behavior of the various
strains of Alcaligenes abortus.
The results in this investigation appear to warrant
the use of methods of electrophoresis in determining the
efficiency of an agglutinogen as a means of ascertaining
its maximum powers to detect specific agglutinins in abortion
serum. Prom the standpoint of serum diagnosis this is very
important in routine testing.
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Virulence is an expression and a consequence of cer-
tain fundamental properties of a parasite in the body of a
host. The metabolism of the organism plays an important
role in determining the basis of its virulence. For this
reason investigators have called attention to the correlated
occurrence of virulence and other characteristic properties
that are similarly associated with metabolism and physical
factors. The correlations of virulence with ouch a property
as encapsulation, in which cnee the bacteria are regarded
more virulent than non-capsulated strains of the same species,
has long been known. It has been observed that when virulence
is enhanced, encapsulation becomes more marked; but when
virulence is attenuated, encapsulation is reduced.
However, the true explanation of the causes of virulence,
at least to non -toxigenic virulence, has been attributed
recently to the potential difference existing between the
organism and the tissue of the host. All the experiments
so far performed on this phase of determining virulence
have shown that there is a direct parallelism between virulence
and electrical charge. The results on the experiments on
the various strains of Alcaligenes abortus studied indicate
that there is a relation between virulence and potential
difference. This data will serve as a starting point to in-
vestigate further the question of virulence of strains of
Alcaligenes abortus as related to their innate electrical
charges. From the data availaole at present we can say that
there is a direct parallelism between virulence and velocity
induced by electrophoresis of strains of Alcaligenes abortus;
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that is, the greater the velocity of an organism, the
greater its virulence, and conversely, the smaller the
velocity, the less its virulence.
The author is confident that profitable results may
be derived from these studies and suggests that further
studies on virulence of Alcaligenes abortus by methods of
electrophoresis be carried on by other investigators in-
terested in this field of research*
-71-
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From tho studies reported in this investigation and
from the data obtained the following summry and conclusions
appear justified:
1. Alcaligenes abortus carries negative electrical
charges when suspended in distilled water*
2. An inverse relation exists between electrical
charge and agglutinating ability of various strains of
Alcaligenes abortus*
3* A migration velocity of less than one micron per
second per volt induced in Alcaligenes abortus by electro-
phoresis establishes a standard for identifying efficient
and Inefficient agglutinogens for use in serological work
on this bacterium*
4* Alcaligenes abortus suspensions having an electro-
phoretic velocity of less than one micron per second per
volt are better agglutinogens than those showing speed
under electrophoresis of more than one micron per second per
volt*
5. The time of growth of the cultures of Alcaligenes
abortus employed to make agglutinogens influences electro-
phoresis* and consequently the agglutinogens powers*
6. The 5alk electrophoresis cell is well adapted in
determining the potential difference existing between the
bacterial membrane and the surrounding menstruum. Its
accuracy was determined and found comparable with the
Rorthrop electrophoresis apparatus.
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7. The data at hand, although limited, indicate
that there exists a direct parallelism between electro-
phoresis and virulence of various strains of Alcaligenes
abortus*
-73-
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